Frequently Asked Questions Regarding COVID-19 From FB LIVE.
1. Will the kids get homework packages from school to work on at home?
Teachers will still report to school to facilitate at home learning.
2. Will the gym still be open for RCMP and other essential workers in Takla at this time?
The Gym is closed to everyone.
3. What type of safety precautions will be put in place for keeping people out of the
community that do not live-in community? Will the checkpoint be put back up?
The checkpoint will be back up November 26, 2020 the ensure the safety of the community.
4. Has it hit the school? The person who has COVID 19 were they in contact with any
children in school?
There are no cases at the school, no exposure to the school, students or staff.
5. Are there ventilators on reserve?
There are no ventilators on reserve. The plan is that any positive cases will be moved to higher
level of care to ensure they recover and receive the care they need as soon as possible.
6. 3 days? COVID lasts 14 plus days, why just 3 days in the hotel?
3-day isolation in the hotel is to wait for test results if required. Once results are returned then
the person will be allowed to go home or moved to Prince George.
7. Can you set someone up to help families that need help with things in the home? Like
the food you cooked was an awesome idea and shopping for things we need, and rent
is coming up soon and utility bills, how can all this be dealt with?
In terms of home care, these services can be looked at through our Health department. Shopping
can be arranged online, other costs for rent and utilities would need to go through the existing
channels of SA applications. There are no additional support funds issued at this time.
8. Will the RCMP start patrolling, looking for people not following safety precautions?
The RCMP will be working with Chief and Council and the Covid Bylaw to ensure that we
remain a safe and healthy community.

9. Will members be charged if they go against the bylaw or don’t self-isolate?
The goal has always been to ensure that the community remains safe. The Covid Bylaw allows
for a number of solutions should issues arise, and each will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis
as we did at the beginning of the Pandemic earlier this year.
10. What about the staff that have kids? What do they do if the day care is closing?
For staff that have children, provisions have been made with Takla Managers to allow for
working from home during this time. The daycare will remain closed until further notice.

For any other questions please contact the EOC Team or General Manager.
eocplans@taklafn.ca
gmoperations@taklafn.ca

From a place of caring
Stay Safe and Stay Well, this is a critical time for the Nation to continue to reset and keep
a healthy community.

